Facial expressions are of major importance in understanding the mental and emotional states of others. So far, most studies on the perception and comprehension of emotions have used isolated facial expressions as stimuli; for example, photographs of actors displaying facial expressions corresponding to one of the so called 'basic emotions.' However, our real experience during social interactions is different: facial expressions of emotion are mostly perceived in a wider context, constituted by body language, the surrounding environment, and our beliefs and expectations. Already in the early twentieth century, the Russian filmmaker Lev Kuleshov argued that such context, established by intermediate shots of strong emotional content, could significantly change our interpretation of facial expressions in film. Prior experiments have shown behavioral effects pointing in this direction, but have only used static images as stimuli. Our study used a more ecological design with participants watching film sequences of neutral faces, crosscut with scenes of strong emotional content (evoking happiness or fear, plus neutral stimuli as a baseline condition). The task was to rate the emotion displayed by a target person's face in terms of valence, arousal, and category. Results clearly demonstrated the presence of a significant effect in terms of both valence and arousal in the fear condition only. Moreover, participants tended to categorize the target person's neutral facial expression choosing the emotion category congruent with the preceding context. Our results highlight the context-sensitivity of emotions and the importance of studying them under ecologically valid conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Albeit there are many theories related to emotions and their comprehension, the present study focuses on the idea that facial expressions are of major importance in understanding the mental and emotional states of others (e.g., Tomkins, 1962 Tomkins, -1963 Ekman, 1992 Ekman, , 1993 Izard, 1994; Russell, 1997) . In this respect, two main approaches have been developed so far: the categorical and the dimensional approach (Aviezer et al., 2008) . The categorical approach, in accordance with the facial dominance perspective (Tomkins, 1962 (Tomkins, -1963 Carroll and Russell, 1996) , holds that basic facial expressions index specific emotions, reducible into clearly different categories (basic or primary emotions vs. complex or secondary emotions) (e.g., Ekman and Friesen, 1971; Ekman, 1992 Ekman, , 1993 .
Conversely, the dimensional approach holds that emotions are defined by the different neurophysiological mechanisms of valence and arousal, the first mechanism referring to the degree of pleasantness/unpleasantness of an emotion, the second referring to the intensity of an emotion (which can vary from calm to excited). Thus, a certain emotion would be the result of a distinct combination of values of these two dimensions (e.g., Aviezer et al., 2008; Hajcak et al., 2011) . In this vein, facial expressions convey information related to both the degree of pleasantness/unpleasantness (valence) and of physiological activation (arousal) (e.g., Russell, 1980 Russell, , 1997 .
As stressed by Aviezer et al. (2008) , both approaches share the idea that "affective information. . . is read out from the face by a process that is relatively immune to context" (Aviezer et al., 2008, p. 724) . This is the reason why most studies on the perception and comprehension of emotions so far have used isolated emotional facial expressions as stimuli. However, there is evidence that our real experience during social interactions in fact is not as independent from other influences (e.g., de Gelder et al., 2006) . Already 20 years ago, for instance, Carroll and Russell (1996, p. 207) demonstrated that the same facial expression could convey different meanings depending on the context in which it was located: the perceiver can infer the emotion expressed by a facial expression referring to pleasantness, arousal and "quasiphysical" information, all of which are interpreted in light of available information about the expresser's situation.
In the same vein, Wieser and Brosch (2012) highlighted how faces and facial expressions are always perceived in a wider context involving not only within-face features (e.g., eye gaze; Boll et al., 2011) , but also within-sender features (e.g., body postures; Meeren et al., 2005; Aviezer et al., 2008) , external features (e.g., emotional labels, verbal descriptions or visual scenes; Kim et al., 2004; Mobbs et al., 2006; Barrett et al., 2007; Schwarz et al., 2013) , and within-perceiver features (e.g., personality traits; Calder et al., 2011) . This is also in line with the behavioral ecology view of facial expressions (e.g., Fridlund, 1994) , which stresses the relevance of situational context and communication (Barratt et al., 2016) .
Already in the early twentieth century, the Soviet filmmaker Kuleshov (1899 Kuleshov ( -1970 argued that such situational context could significantly change our interpretation of facial expressions. He designed an experiment in which he edited two closeups of the Russian actor Ivan Mozzhukhin's neutral face with three different emotional contexts: happy (a little girl playing with a doll), sad (a dead woman in a coffin), and hungry (a bowl of soup) (e.g., Pudovkin, 1970; Barratt et al., 2016) . The viewers of the three film sequences reportedly perceived the actor's neutral face as expressing an emotion congruent with the preceding context (Kuleshov, 1974; Barratt et al., 2016) . The story has been passed on as a demonstration about contextual priming in movies, also known as the Kuleshov effect (Carroll, 1993) . Barratt et al. (2016) recently described in detail the characteristics of a Kuleshov-type sequence, arguing that it can be understood as a crossover between Soviet montage editing and classical continuity editing. In terms of the latter, a Kuleshovtype sequence can be regarded more precisely as an instance of point-of-view (POV) editing. A typical POV structure shows a first shot of a character looking off-screen in the direction of an object/event (glance-shot), followed by a second shot of the object/event in question (object-shot) (Branigan, 1984; Carroll, 1993; Persson, 2003; Barratt et al., 2016) . When the object is presented from the perspective of the character, we have a "true POV" (Brewster, 1982; Persson, 2003; Barratt et al., 2016) . The glance-shot can be either shown before or after the object, in what has been, respectively, called "prospective" and "retrospective" POV structure (Branigan, 1984; Carroll, 1993; Barratt et al., 2016) .
To our knowledge, there have been only three previous attempts at replicating the original Kuleshov experiment. Prince and Hensley (1992) showed an actor's neutral face, a static emotional image and the actor's neutral face again, and then asked participants to evaluate the actor's emotional performance, selecting from a list of emotions on a check-sheet: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, disgust, hunger, "no emotion, " and "other" (see the categorical approach; e.g., Ekman and Friesen, 1971) . Results did not demonstrate a Kuleshov effect as most of participants chose the "no emotion" option, and those who reported perceiving emotions, chose an option unexpected with respect to the particular context.
More recently, Mobbs et al. (2006) revised the Kuleshov effect paradigm to investigate, by means of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the neural correlates of contextual modulations on facial expression and mental-state attributions. Participants were asked to rate the emotional expression and mental state of a still image of a face, crosscut with an emotional image, using a two-dimensional rating scale (see the dimensional approach; e.g., Russell, 1980) . Behavioral and fMRI results substantiated the Kuleshov effect with higher ratings of valence and arousal for faces paired with positive and negative contexts than for those paired with neutral contexts, and enhanced BOLD responses in several brain regions including the amygdala.
However, as stressed by Barratt et al. (2016) , both studies showed limitations regarding the experimental design, that make comparisons difficult: while the negative results of Prince and Hensley (1992) could be attributed to problems of statistical power (single-trial experiment), the second study diverged from the traditional Kuleshov paradigm in various details.
Bearing in mind these limitations, Barratt et al. (2016) recently replicated the Kuleshov experiment with an improved experimental design attempting to respect as many rules as possible in order to increase the possibility that participants would infer that the glance shot and the object shot were spatially related (Persson, 2003; Barratt et al., 2016, p. 7) . Thirty-six participants were presented with 24 film sequences of neutral faces (rendered dynamic with the zoom-in effect) paired with contexts belonging to six different emotional conditions (happiness, sadness, hunger, fear, desire, and "null condition"). As the contexts could be either static or dynamic objects, the authors used either a photograph with a slow zoom-in effect or a video clip. In order to combine the categorical and dimensional approach to emotion, participants were asked to rate both the valence and arousal of the target person's emotion, and to explicitly categorize the type of emotion by choosing among different options. During the experiment, eye movements were recorded. Results showed significant behavioral effects pointing in the expected direction (from both a categorical and dimensional point of view). Specifically, neutral faces paired with sad contexts were rated as the most negative and least aroused, while neutral faces paired with desire contexts were perceived as the most positive and the most aroused (Barratt et al., 2016; pp. 15-16) .
With the present study, we aimed at investigating and exploring further Barratt et al.'s (2016) results with some variations with respect to the original paradigm making up for an even more ecological design (for details, please see sections "Materials and Methods and Discussion"). Furthermore, we aimed at verifying the persistence of the effect despite these variations in order to employ the same experimental paradigm in a future electroencephalographic study to explore the contextual modulations on emotion processing at both the physiological and cortical levels. Participants were shown 18 film sequences of neutral faces crosscut with scenes evoking two different emotions (happiness, and fear, plus neutral stimuli as a baseline condition). Hence, from a dimensional point of view (e.g., Russell, 1980) , we chose emotions characterized by distinct combination of values of these two dimensions: happiness (positive valence and medium arousal), fear (negative valence and high arousal) and neutral (neutral valence and low arousal) (see also Lang and Bradley, 2007) . We employed only two emotional contexts (happy and fearful) in order to keep the design as simple as possible, and to highlight the differences between opposite emotional conditions in terms of valence. In particular, we adopted fear as a negative emotion because, from an evolutionary point of view, it is capable of directing our attention to potentially dangerous stimuli activating one of the two major motivation circuits (defensive vs. appetitive motivational systems; e.g., Bradley et al., 2001a,b; Lang and Bradley, 2010 ). Since we focused on both a dimensional and categorical approach to emotion (e.g., Ekman and Friesen, 1971; e.g., Russell, 1980) in order to have as much information as possible about participants' experience (see also Barratt et al., 2016) , we adopted happiness as a positive emotion. In comparison to desire (which is capable of activating the appetitive motivational system; Bradley et al., 2001a,b; Sabatinelli et al., 2001) , happiness is more clearly reducible to one of the basic emotional categories (e.g., Ekman and Friesen, 1971 ). Thus, the task was to rate the emotion displayed by a target person's face in terms of valence, arousal, and category. As contextual stimuli, we employed dynamic scenes in order to study the contextsensitivity of emotions under more ecologically valid conditions. We expected to find a significant difference between the ratings of valence, arousal, and category attributed to neutral faces paired with emotional contexts (both fearful and happy) and those attributed to neutral faces in neutral contexts. More specifically, we expected neutral faces in fearful contexts to be rated with more negative valence and higher arousal scores than neutral faces in neutral contexts, and neutral faces in happy contexts to be rated with more positive valence and higher arousal scores than neutral faces in neutral contexts.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Twenty-eight adult volunteers of Italian nationality took part in the study (14 female); mean age 28.1 years (standard deviation, SD = 4.7); age range: 22-40 years. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. All participants provided a written informed consent to participate in the study, which had been approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Parma and has been conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki.
Stimuli and Procedure
Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of film sequences created by editing together three different shots: the close-up of a target person's neutral face (glance shot), followed by a view of the scene or event that the target person was looking at (object shot), followed by another close-up of the target person's neutral face (glance shot) (Barratt et al., 2016) .
Faces (glance shots)
To create the film sequences, we used the 24 neutral faces (12 female) selected and digitally manipulated by Barratt et al. (2016) from the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces picture set (KDEF; Lundqvist et al., 1998) . In contrast to the original study of Barratt et al. (2016) , we selected a shorter shot (3-s long instead of 6-s) but kept the slow "zoom-in" effect. We then divided each shot in the middle, resulting in two 1.5-s shots. In this way, as recommended by Barratt et al. (2016) , we guaranteed both the dynamic character of all shots and the spatiotemporal continuity between the opening and the closing glance shot. All of the faces were gray-scaled and presented in three-quarter profile in order to avoid a direct gaze into the camera and to facilitate the illusion that the person was looking at an object in an off-screen space (Barratt et al., 2016) . Moreover, to control for potential confounding effects due to gaze direction and face orientation, we mirrored each face [half of the faces looked to the right (N = 24) and the other half looked to the left (N = 24)]. All of the faces had a resolution of 640 pixels × 480 pixels.
Emotional contexts (object shots)
As object shots we used 48 dynamic scenes (gray-scaled and with sound removed), each of 3 s length, representing three emotional conditions: Neutral (N = 16), Fear (N = 16) and Happiness (N = 16). The scenes were previously validated regarding their emotional content. For the happy condition they comprised contents such as puppies, kittens, or newborns. For the fearful condition they included potentially dangerous animals (e.g., spiders, snakes, or a growling dog) or situations (e.g., war scenes). The neutral contexts were mostly provided by city and country views (Figure 1 ) (for details regarding validation procedure and selection criteria, please see Supplementary Materials).
Final stimuli
As a final step, we produced the 6-s long film sequences to be used during the experiment by joining the three different shots: the close-up of a target person's neutral face (glance shot) presented for 1500 ms, followed by a view of the scene or event that the target person was looking at (object shot), presented for a longer duration (3000 ms) in accordance with the Average Shot Length (ASL) in mainstream Hollywood films of between 3 and 4 s (see Salt, 1974; Cutting et al., 2011; Barratt et al., 2016) , followed by another close-up of the target person's neutral face (glance shot) presented for 1500 ms. The final film sequences were presented in Audio Video Interleave (AVI) format and the resolution of the image was 640 pixels × 480 pixels.
For each participant, we created a list of 18 film sequences in total, six per emotional condition (in accordance with the emotion evoked by the object shot) taking into account a few basic rules: each facial identity had to be shown only once; both the gender and the orientation of the faces had to be balanced. Hence, the 18 experimental trials comprised nine trials with female faces (six looking to the left and three looking to the right) and nine trials with male faces (three looking to the left and six looking to the right).
Procedure
One day before the experimental session, participants were asked to fill in the following questionnaires via Google Forms: the Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS), which measures the ability to identify and describe emotions and feelings, and has three subscales [Difficulty Describing Feelings (DDF), Difficulty Identifying Feelings (DIF) and Externally-Oriented Thinking (EOT)] (Bagby et al., 1994) ; the Interpersonal Reactivity Index-IRI, which assesses the empathic abilities of each participant, and has four subscales [Perspective Taking (PT), Fantasy (FS), Empathic Concern (EC) and Personal Distress (PD)] (Davis, 1980) ; and the Behavioral Activation System/Behavioral Inhibition System-BIS/BAS, which measures individual differences in the sensitivity of these systems, and has one BIS-related scale and three BAS-related scales (BAS Drive, BAS Fun Seeking and BAS Reward Responsiveness) (Carver and White, 1994) . Once participants arrived at the laboratory and became comfortable, they were also asked to fill in the StateTrait Anxiety Inventory STAI (Spielberger et al., 1970) , to assess the level of anxiety of each participant as a permanent trait and/or as contextual. In sum, we asked participants to fill in these questionnaires to exclude the possibility that personality traits or deficits in emotion recognition and empathic abilities could influence the performance in the task.
The experimental procedure included two blocks. In the first experimental block, participants were shown 18 film sequences in random order, and were instructed to rate both the valence and arousal of the target person's emotion by means of a 9-point scale ranging from −4 ("negative") to +4 ("positive") for valence, and from 1 ("calm") to 9 ("excited") for arousal (Barratt et al., 2016) . Each trial consisted of a black fixation cross on a gray background (500 or 1000 ms), followed by the film-sequence presented for 6 s. At the end of the film sequence, participants were first asked to rate the valence of the target person's emotion, and then to rate the arousal using the keyboard positioned in front of them and without time limits. A green background was used as inter-trial interval (ITI) with a duration of either 1000 or 1500 ms.
In the second experimental block, participants saw each film sequence one more time (for a total of 18 trials) in a different randomized order and were asked to explicitly categorize the emotion displayed by the target person's face, choosing among seven categories (happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, surprise, and "other option"). They articulated their choice by using the keyboard positioned in front of them. Again, no time limit was given. When they chose the "other" option, they were asked to write down which was in their opinion the perceived emotion (Figure 2) .
The experimental session was preceded by a training session that included four trials, showing film sequences edited using scenes excluded at the end of the validation process (two neutral, one happy, and one fearful), and other four facial identities (two female) taken from the KDEF, half of them looking to the left and the other half to the right.
Stimuli delivery and response recording were controlled using E-prime 2.0 software.
At the end of the procedure, the participants were asked to answer five open questions via Google Forms to assess their experience and their familiarity with the stimuli: (1) Have you ever seen some of these videos before? (2) Differences from the Original Paradigm of Barratt et al. (2016) In sum, in contrast to the original paradigm developed by Barratt et al. (2016) : (1) we employed new contextual stimuli (and all of them were dynamic scenes); (2) the emotional contexts belonged to only two emotional conditions (happy and fearful; see section "Introduction" for a detailed explanation); (3) we ran two experimental sessions (dimensional vs. categorical evaluation); (4) we added a neutral condition without the "null condition" (no context); (5) facial orientation was counterbalanced across stimuli; (6) we employed different presentation times; (7) we added an ITI; and (8) stimuli had a different dimension.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In accordance with the previous study by Barratt et al. (2016) , we rescaled the valence and arousal scores for each participant so that a value of zero corresponded to the mean rating across all three conditions, respectively. This was done in order to evaluate whether, for each participant, a condition mean was higher (positive value) or lower (negative value) than the overall mean in terms of valence and arousal.
In order to investigate the modulation of rating by context condition, we performed a linear mixed effects analysis. We entered the rating score as a dependent variable, and Measure (2 levels: Arousal and Valence) and Context (3 levels: Neutral, Fearful, and Happy) as independent fixed variables. We entered intercepts for stimuli and subjects, and by-subject slopes for the effect of Context as random effects.
Tukey's test was used for post hoc comparisons among means. Visual inspection of residual plots did not reveal any obvious deviations from homoscedasticity or normality. P-values were obtained by likelihood ratio tests of the full model with the effect in question against the model without that effect (Winter, 2013) .
Regarding the categorization task, we computed the percentage of answers given by participants to each emotion category for each emotional condition (Happiness, Sadness, Fear, Anger, Disgust, Surprise, and Other emotion). For all analyses, we used R (R Core Team, 2012) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2015) .
Results
The model [χ 2 (2) = 143.68, p < 0.0001] explained 10% of the variance in score, not taking into account the random effects (R 2 m = 0.10; R 2 c = 0.21). Results for random effects showed that the variability explained by "stimulus" was <0.0001 and the variability explained by "subject" was <0.25.
We observed a main effect of Measure with Valence scores being significantly different from the intercept and on average being higher than Arousal scores (β = 0.78, SE = 0.2, t = 3.9, p < 0.0001). The model revealed a main effect of Context (across both measures) with neutral faces in the fearful context on average being rated 1.29 point higher than neutral faces in the neutral context (β = 1.29, SE = 0.2, t = 5.9, p < 0.0001), while neutral faces in the happy context did not differ from neutral faces in the neutral context (β = 0.33, SE = 0.2, t = 1.4, p = 0.17). The model also revealed a significant Measure * Context interaction effect (β = −2.54, SE = 0.3, t = −8.9, p < 0.0001). Post hoc tests showed that all comparisons between measures within each context were significant (Neutral = Arousal: M = −0.54, SE = 0.17; Valence: M = 0.24, SE = 0.17; Fear = Arousal: M = 0.75, SE = 0.19; Valence: M = −1.01, SE = 0.19; Happiness = Arousal: M = −0.21, SE = 0.2; Valence: M = 0.76, SE = 0.2; all Ps < 0.0001). This is just an elaboration to make the findings of the interaction of Measure * Condition more clear. More important to our hypothesis are the next two findings. Considering Arousal scores, neutral faces in the fearful context were rated 1.29 point higher than neutral faces in the neutral context (p < 0.0001), and 0.96 point higher than neutral faces in the happy context (p < 0.0001). There was not a significant difference between Neutral and Happiness.
Considering Valence scores, neutral faces in the fearful context were rated −1.25 point lower than neutral faces in the neutral context (p < 0.0001), and −1.77 point lower than neutral faces in the happy context (p < 0.0001).
Post hoc tests did not reveal a significant difference between neutral faces in the neutral context and neutral faces in the happy context for both the Valence and Arousal measures (Figure 3) . 
Categorization
If the emotional contexts had no effect on the emotional attribution of the target person's emotional state (the null hypothesis), then each of the seven categories should have been selected with an equal degree of probability (Barratt et al., 2016) ; that is, a relative frequency approaching 14.3%.
For the fear context, participants tended to choose negative emotions more frequently than the other options, with fear being the most selected answer (Fear = 24.4%, Sadness = 22.6%, Other = 16.1%, Disgust = 14.8%, Surprise = 9.5%, Anger = 7.7%, and Happiness = 4.8%) ( Table 1) .
For the happiness context condition, participants tended to choose positive emotions more frequently than the other options (Happiness = 35.7%, Surprise = 20%, Other = 17.2%, Sadness = 11%, Anger = 6.5%, Fear = 6%, and Disgust = 3%).
For the neutral condition, participants tended to choose the "other" option more frequently than the other options (Other = 24%) ( Table 1) .
Assessment
The mean values obtained on each questionnaire did not reveal the presence of participants with personality traits or deficits in emotion recognition and/or in empathic abilities: TAS-20: the mean DDF subscale score ± SD was 13.8 ± 5; the mean DIF subscale score ± SD was 16.1 ± 7.4; the mean EOT subscale score ± SD was 14.6 ± 4.4; the mean total score ± SD was 44.4 ± 14.6; IRI: the mean EC score ± SD was 21.2 ± 3.1; the mean PD score ± SD was 10.8 ± 5.6; the mean PT score ± SD was 19.4 ± 4.5; the mean FS score ± SD was 17 ± 5.1. BIS/BAS: the mean BIS score ± SD was 25.4 ± 3.2; the mean BAS Drive score ± SD was 13 ± 3.4; the mean BAS Fun Seeking score ± SD was 12 ± 3.8; the mean BAS Reward Responsiveness score ± SD was 21 ± 2.5; STAI: the mean STAI X2 Trait score ± SD was 41.8 ± 9.2; the mean STAI X1 Pre score ± SD was 33.8 ± 6.8; the mean STAI X1 Post score ± SD was 17.4 ± 5.4.
DISCUSSION
The aim of the present study was to investigate the influence of contextual cues on our evaluation of facial expressions of emotion. In order to do this, we connected the field of research on emotion perception with the field of research on the perception of films. Specifically, we aimed at replicating the Kuleshov effect (e.g., Pudovkin, 1970; Kuleshov, 1974) by means of an improved experimental design based on Barratt et al., (2016) , introducing some modifications which, in our opinion, added value to the experimental design (see section "Materials and Methods" for details).
In order to study the context-sensitivity of emotions under more ecologically valid conditions, we used dynamic scenes as contextual stimuli. Participants were shown 18 film sequences of neutral faces across three emotional contexts conditions (Neutral, Happiness, and Fear). The task was to rate the emotion displayed by a neutral target person's face in terms of valence, arousal, and category. Hence, we adopted both a dimensional and a categorical approach to emotion (e.g., Ekman and Friesen, 1971; e.g., Russell, 1980) in order to have as much information as possible about the participants' experience.
Our results confirmed the presence of a significant effect in terms of both valence and arousal for the Fear context only. More specifically, participants rated neutral faces in fearful contexts as significantly more negative and more arousing than neutral faces in both neutral or happy contexts. Moreover, participants tended to categorize the target person's facial expressions choosing the emotion categories appropriate with the preceding context (positive emotions for the Happiness condition vs. negative emotions for the Fear condition). Hence, while from a dimensional point of view our results suggest the presence of a significant effect when neutral faces were paired with fearful contexts, from a categorical point of view our participants tended to choose the emotion categories congruent with the preceding context also when neutral faces were paired with happy contexts.
On the basis of the affective prediction hypothesis (Barrett and Bar, 2009; Barrett et al., 2011 ) the Kuleshov effect could be explained by a mechanism which detects the visual sensations of the emotional context and interprets them by means of the corresponding affective representations, generating a prediction to signal neutral faces as emotional faces. In our view, however, a more suitable explanation for the Kuleshov effect is that the context triggers the arousal and the emotional reaction in the observer who then attributes an emotional value to a neutral face.
More specifically, our results differ from Barratt et al., (2016) findings in the following terms: while Barratt et al. demonstrated the presence of the effect only when faces were paired with contexts of desire or sadness, our results also showed a significant effect when faces were paired with fearful contexts, but not if they were paired with happy contexts. As stated before, we employed only two emotional contexts (Happy and Fearful) in order to keep the design as simple as possible and to highlight the differences between opposite emotional conditions (see section "Introduction"). More specifically, we adopted fear as a negative emotion because, from an evolutionary point of view, it is capable of directing our attention to potentially dangerous stimuli (such as the scenarios depicted in our fearful contexts). In this regard, an interesting explanation is provided by the motivated attention theory (Lang et al., 1997; Bradley et al., 2003) also stating that cues that signal danger activate one of the two major motivation circuits (defensive vs. appetitive motivational systems; e.g., Bradley et al., 2001a,b; Lang and Bradley, 2010) pushing amplified orienting and attention responses (Bradley et al., 2012) . Moreover, since the activation of these motivational circuits can be elicited also by pictures (e.g., Bradley et al., 2012) , the "defensive" response is amplified when phobic or fearful individuals view fear-related pictures (Globisch et al., 1999; Sabatinelli et al., 2001; Bradley et al., 2012) . Additionally, it has been demonstrated that this aversive response, defined by modulations in self-report, physiological, and behavioral systems (e.g., Lang et al., 1993; Sabatinelli et al., 2001) , could also persist after slide offset (e.g., Globisch et al., 1999) . We suggest that the same mechanisms are elicited when using fear-related videos, thus explaining our results. For these reasons, future studies aiming to assess this effect using fearful and phobic contexts should include an evaluation of phobic traits by means of dedicated questionnaires (e.g., Snake and Spider questionnaires, SNAQ and SPQ, respectively; Klorman et al., 1974) . The absence of a significant modulation of valence and arousal ratings when neutral faces were paired with happy contexts could be ascribed to the kind of positive scenarios we proposed to our participants. Indeed, among stimuli rated as pleasant, erotic materials elicit the strongest affective reactions (Bradley et al., 2001a,b; Sabatinelli et al., 2001, p. 719) . As a matter of note, Barratt et al. (2016) demonstrated a significant effect exactly with desire contexts. In our opinion, altogether these results seem to suggest that this kind of contextual effect emerges more clearly when employing strong arousing emotional contexts as stimuli. Future studies should further clarify this aspect.
Taken together, our results again highlight the contextsensitivity of emotions and the importance of studying them under ecologically valid conditions.
Future Directions
A goal for future studies will be to investigate this effect in different modalities, creating auditory emotional contexts to distinguish the capability of visual and auditory modalities to influence the comprehension of facial expressions. As far as we know, there has been only one previous study dedicated to investigating the role of sound in the evaluation of facial expressions in films using Kuleshov-type experimental sequences (Baranowski and Hecht, 2017, p. 624) . They asked participants to rate the emotional state of the actor on the six basic emotions, thus adopting a categorical approach only. Moreover, they employed an experimental design suitable for investigating the multisensory integration of music and facial expressions but for this reason different from the original Kuleshov sequences. Thus, despite their encouraging results, future studies should further assess the role of the auditory modality on the comprehension of facial expressions.
Moreover, since little has been done to explore such contextual modulations on emotion processing at the physiological level, in order to further investigate questions about the interaction between contextual cues and the comprehension of facial expressions, it would be important to use time sensitive measures, such as electroencephalography (EEG) (Wieser and Brosch, 2012) . We think that our advanced and more ecological design will be of great help in developing new studies to better understand emotion processing in humans.
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